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ABSTRACT

The study is about the role of women as pillars in peace building in communities
fractured by armed conflict in Central Equatoria, South Sudan. The researcher
introduced the research by giving the background of the study and stating the problem.
The researcher had four objectives; (I) to determine the demographic characteristics of
women as to; Age, occupation, marital status; (ii) to determine the role of women in
the process of peace building in the Central Equatoria State; (iii) to explore the
challenges that deter them from performing to their full capacity and (iv) to explore
ways of improving the conditions of women in peace building.
The researcher’s hypothesis was that women have a role to play in peace building. The
scope of the study was in South Sudan, in Central Equatoria State and restricted to the
role of women in peace building for the last ten years. The significance of the study was
stated by the researcher. The research method for data collection is the research
includes questionnaire and group discussion with the community population. Both
primary and secondary sources of data collection were used by the researchers in the
field. The sampling population of 80 respondents selected through random sampling.
The data collected was presented inform of tables and analyzed both qualitatively and
quantitatively. Descriptive method was used especially in description of empirical data
to interpretation of meaning.
From the data obtained, the researcher found out that women played a big role in
peace building activities in central Equatoria state, but they efforts were not recognized
by the government or the community due to many factors, such as luck of education of
most of the women, hindrance by the traditional beliefs and lack of proper presentation
of women in the higher positions in the government offices, The researcher therefore
gave a lot of recommendation both to the government and all the stakeholders, which
includes policy changes, sensitization and local capacity building of community women,

In conclusion it can be concluded that women can, and in fact are, doing a very good
work in the participation and promotion of peace and reconciliation in the Central
Equatoria. Women in central equatoria participated in the role of peace building only
that they roles are not recognized and therefore, all the stakeholder and actors in South
Sudan especially in central equatoria are urge to recognize the role played by women.
Women also have several challenges that prevent them from fully participating in the
peace building and reconciliation processes.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

It is undisputed within the international community that the role of women in peace

building is an important issue. Following the Beijing Declaration of 1995 that stressed

the importance of including women in peace processes, the UN Security Council drafted

Resolution 1325 in 2000. This document stresses the importance of the increased

representation of women at decision making levels in regional, national and

international institutions, particularly in role relating to conflict resolution and peace

building. Indeed, support for the inclusion of women in peace processes is not a new

issue within international politics, and there are several reasons for this.

Based on the experience of a large number of countries and regions around the world

and events throughout history, it is clear that peace is not an easy state to attain.

Between the states of peace and war there is a large grey area, Many actors are

involved in peace building. At the national level, they include community members,

politicians and NGO5. Larger organizations and governments are usually involved in

peace building processes at the international level when acts of violence and conflict

cross national borders.

Perspectives which can be brought to bear on peace processes can be derived from the

different ways in which women experience war and peace.

Men and women experience conflict quite differently, within men primarily acting as

soldiers and military force, while women and their children make up the majority of

civilian casualties and refugees. Though within a context of war men and women are

both exposed to horror and tragedy, the destruction seen by soldiers can be somewhat

more predictable than the destruction seen by civilians. Again, the nature of war itself
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affects the way that women experience war. In many cultures men usually work as

soldiers, while women are considered caretakers.

However, an argument arising from this is that, as traditional caretakers, women have

the best interests of many at heart and many present the view of this unique cultural

role in peace building strategies. A greater focus on families and children may bring a

more human perspective to peace talks.

Toure (2004) asserts that in Africa, above all problems, war and armed

uprisings are responsible for exhausting financial resources. It is responsible for

hindering development, in addition to the suffering imposed on people as well as

environmental degradation. The inability of governments to ensure security and

stability undermines citizens’ trust in political institutions and leads to militarization of

societies. Many countries have incurred huge debts in endless conflict and face

immense problems of repatriation of refugees, reconstruction, resettlement of

displaced populations, demobilization and social integration of a considerable number

of soldiers, etc.

Sudan’s civil war between North and South has been the longest conflict in Africa, The

first phase started in 1955 just before formal independence and was settled in 1972.

This was followed by ten years of tentative peace until the second phase was triggered

in 1983 and eventually came to an end in early 2005. During the 50 years of

independence, both the democratically elected politicians and the military dictators who

have alternatively ruled the country from Khartoum have been ‘equally inept at

resolving Sudan’s basic problems’ (Rupesinghe and Anderlini, 2008) and establishing a

long lasting peace. Civil war in Sudan has often been characterized as a battle

opposing an Arab Muslim north by an African Christian south. While some of the

sources of conflict can be traced back to the religious and ethnic differences between

north and south, one needs to look beyond these obvious dualities to understand the

various causes that triggered and sustained the conflict for such a long period.
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Areas facing war also face disorganization of health and education services

either directly through the destruction of infrastructure or indirectly through

reduction of public expenditure. Citing a World Bank report, Toure (2004) states that

Africa lost two hundred and fifty billion dollars in income due to war between 1980 and

2003.

More than twenty years of conflict between the SPLA Forces and the Sudanese Army

have led to the destruction of livelihoods and hindrance of development in South

Sudan. It is only in recent times that peace talks seem fruitful and hope of peace in

these areas is being experienced for the first time in two decades. With this peace

comes the pressing issue of peace building. In this case, it entails different aspects

among which is post war reconstruction as a step towards development and

subsequent prevention of further conflict, This study will explore the roles and

challenges faced by women in the peace building process of South Sudan,

Despite being vulnerable to acts of violence, women in South Sudan have still

persisted in peace building at various levels ranging from community to national

levels through both policy advocacy and practical intervention. This determination

shows the capacity and determination of women as peacemakers once given

adequate space to complement the efforts undertaken by other actors (Nakaya 2004).

Statement of the prob’em

The Sudan and South Sudan Civil War was a conflict from 1983 to 2005 between the

central Sudanese government and the Sudan People’s Liberation Army. It was largely a

continuation of the First Sudanese Civil War of 1955 to 1972. Although it originated in

South Sudan, the civil war spread to the Nuba Mountains and Blue Nile.
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Roughly two million people have died as a result of war, famine and disease caused by

the conflict. Four million people in southern Sudan have been displaced at least once

during the war. The civilian death toll is one of the highest of any war since World War

II. The conflict officially ended with the signing of a peace agreement in January 2005.

After the signing of the peace agreement peace building has been going on in South

Sudan since the war ended and a new country was born. However it has always been

men involved in the major peace building processes. Although the women have been

helping their fellow community members in the peace building efforts informally, this

has always not been recognized. There is therefore need to appreciate the role of

women in peace building efforts in order for such efforts to bear more fruits. This study

therefore intends to investigate how women can actually become pillars of peace

building efforts in order to make sure that peace building activities achieve its desired

goals in South Sudan’s Central Equatoria State.

Purpose of the Study

The study is to explore the role of Women in the peace building process in South

Sudan. The study will seek to find out how the Central Equatoria State women

participate in efforts to rebuild their lives and societies, now that peace finally looks like

a reality. Also, the study will look at the challenges women faced while doing this will be

discussed.

Genera’ objecth,e

The general objective is to investigate the role of women in the peace building process

in Central Equatoria State - South Sudan
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Specific Objectives

I) To determine the role of women in the process of peace building in the Central

Equatoria State

ii) To explore the challenges that deter them from performing to their full capacity

iii) To determine the demographic characteristics of women as to; Age, Occupation,

Experience, and marital status

iv) To explore ways of improving the conditions of women in peace building

Research Questions

i) What is the role of women in the process of peace building in the Central Equatoria

State?

ii) What are the challenges that deter them from performing to their full capacity?

iii) What are the ways of improving the conditions of women in peace building

Hypothesis

Women have a role to play in the peace building process in South Sudan, but they are

silent (Not considered).

Scope

Geographica’ scope

The study will be carried out in the Central Equatoria State of South Sudan. Central

Equatoria is one of the ten States of South Sudan, which is along the upper reaches of

the White Nile~ Central Equatoria State has 6 counties and the study will be conducted

in only in one county that is Juba. Currently Juba is the capital city of South Sudan

which is situated along the river Nile also; Juba is where both governments are that the

government of the Republic of South Sudan and also the state government of Central

Equatoria,
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Content scope

The study will investigate the role of women in the peace building process in South

Sudan. The study will be limited to the objectives of the study because of time

constraints.

The variables to be considered in the study are Current Position of the Peace Process,

Conflict Prevention, Peace and Peace building, Reconciliation, Rehabilitation,

Reconstruction, Resettlement, Relief, and Peace building and Women. All the peace

building efforts on the side of men will not be discussed in this study due to time

constraints.

Time scope

The study will take place for duration of six months from January to June 2012. The

study will cover the role of women for the last ten years from 2002 to 2012.

Significance of the Study

This study will benefit the following disciplines:

The study is of importance because it will accord government, Non-government

organizations and other policy makers to make policies that will help consider conflict

resolution measures to problems in their environments. It will also help the Government

understand the different problems women face in conflict resolution in order to include

them in conflict resolution programs.

Attention will be paid to areas such as the roles they play, the importance they attach

to peace building and how they benefit among others.

The study will create community awareness among the community leaders and bring

out a clear picture of women in the peace building process; and shed light on areas

where help is needed as well as cultivate appreciation for women and their efforts in

post war reconstruction
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Operationa~ Definftbns of Key Terms

The following terms have been defined in the context of this research;

Conflict~ Is a state of open, often prolonged fighting; a battle or war

Conflict resolution: Is a wide range of methods of addressing sources of conflict -

whether at the inter-personal level or between states - and of finding means of

resolving a given conflict or of continuing it in less destructive forms than, say, armed

conflict.

Peace building: Refers to any activity undertaken with the purpose of preventing,

alleviating, or resolving conflict.
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CHAPTER TWOS

Introduction

This chapter is composed of the practical examples of women and peace building in

Africa and few related topics by some Authors. In case of related literatures of the

findings very little literature is found in connection to the role of women in peace

building process in South Sudan, central equatorial state.

Concepts, Opinions, Ideas from Authors/Experts.

Theoretical Perspectives~,

In this study, I apply a critical perspective to the study of Southern Sudanese women’s

exclusion from the peace building process in the context of wider social and cultural

structures, relations, and processes. I adopt a critical perspective to engage and

understand women’s role in peace building initiatives in South Sudan because women

have been marginalized in peace building process in South Sudan

My study takes recognition of the fact that social and cultural structures impinge on

socio-cultural relations and decision-making of communities, as well as impact reality

construction and identity positioning as well as understanding of others. The goal of

using a questionnaire’s approach from different stakeholders is to critique the ideas,

different understanding within selected government units or organizations that women

did a lot in the peace building process starting during the Comprehensive peace

agreement(CPA) to now, so they effort should be recognized.

According to Martin, Nakayama & Flores (1997), the broad goal of critical research is to

produce social change. This study meets that goal by highlighting women’s exclusion

rrom peace building initiatives in South Sudan and the need to create more inclusive

processes. This work provides understanding of why their voices are not heard and

makes suggestions for ways these silenced voices can be heard,
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Historical and economic factors are structures that affect women and peace building

initiatives in South Sudan. Utilizing this approach in my study calls for paying attention

to how exclusion, understood within the context of historical, economic, cultural

influences, emerges and impinges (to make an impression; have an effect or impact).

Southern Sudanese women’s role peace building initiatives and experiences. Women

agencies administering peace building initiatives to women of South Sudan have a non

governmental organization (NGO) culture that lends understanding of conflict and

peace building in hierarchical, linear, rigid, and unidirectional ways. Understandings

based on these characteristics lead to traditional responses to new conflicts dynamics

that inhibit social change (Lederach, 2005).

Also am aware that the women’s agencies have not been listened to in the same ways

(Martin, Nakayama, & Flores, 1997) by the women they serve, nor have the agencies

listened to the women they serve in the same way. These unequal status positions and

dynamics impact these women.

Related Studies.

The role of women in peace building.

Women’s involvement in peace building is as old as their experience of violence. As

colonialism and the state system spread around the world, women often lost their

traditional roles in leading and building peace in their communities. In the early and

mid-1900s, some women began to recognize this loss and organized networks of

women to work for changing the patterns of relationships between men and women

that excluded women from leadership in their communities.

Peace building and Women

~rmed conflict affects women and men differently. Women bear the brunt of sexual

assault as a tool of war, experience changes in their role as breadwinner and head of

ramily on their own, and suffer the loss of partners and sons. Their specific needs

may be overlooked, as they are not as obvious as the resettlement needs of ex
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combatants. Children’s lives as well, may have been disrupted severely during the

conflict. They may have been forced to flee their homes, gone without food,

education and health care and even witnessed extreme violence or been recruited or

conscripted to be active combatants. Rebuilding their lives entails assisting with social

rehabilitation, trauma counseling and peace education (James Kabahasi, Aprill,2009)

Gender roles are influenced by the perceptions and expectations arising from cultural,

political and environmental, economic, social and religious spheres of life, Gender

roles limit both women and men but with a generally more repressive effect on

women. There is need to eliminate the tendency to eliminate women in formal

conflict management. Gender equality is stated as a condition for development as of

the Millennium Summit of World Heads of State in New York, 2000; it is one of the

eight millennium goals. Conflict affects the lives of women and therefore the

participation in peace building requires recognition.

StThe United Nations Security Council resolution 1325 that was adopted on 31

October, 2000 i s the first resolution ever passed by the Security Council that

specifically addresses the impact of war on women, and women’s contribution to

conflict resolution and sustainable peace.This resolution was passed in order to

prompt the respect of women’s rights and to support their efforts in peace negotiation

and their participation in post conflict reconstruction. In order to address the

disproportionate and specific impact of war on women, their special undervalued and

underutilized contributions to conflict resolution and sustainable peace, the S~uty

Council passed the SCR 1325.

United Nations Security Council resolution(SCR) 1325 calls for an increase in the

representation of women in decision making related to peace and security,

including UN operations, better protection of women and girls under international

~nd Human Rights’ law, and special attention to women in the pursuit of post war
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justice, disarmament and demobilization, and repatriation and reintegration of

refugees. Nakaya (2004:144) adds that common issues proposed by women to

enhance their participation in peace building include statutory guarantee of

women’s rights and equal treatment; a minimum 30 percent quota in decision-

making processes, special measures ensuring the safe return and re-integration of

displaced women; women’s rights to property ownership and inheritance, and the

end of impunity. Inclusion in decision making is meant to put a stop to the

occurrence of incidents like at the 2000 UN summit that passed the SCR 1325

whereby out of 146 government representatives in attendance only four were

women. Worth noting also is that none were from Africa (Mbagwu 2002:116). The

passing of this resolution was meant to officially put women on board the peace

processes but it still is not adequate to involve and equip them in their endeavors as

peace builders.

A gendered peace process is necessary for effective peace building. It involves the

practitioners engaged in peace building programs taking into consideration how

stereotypical interpretations of gender in various contexts reinforce as well as

challenge the understanding of the diverse roles and needs of women during

conflict. Placing emphasis on the concerns and priorities expressed by women in

conflict situations, increased funding and resources for women’s organization that

are involved in peace building, provide equal opportunities for women and men,

youth in peace building must be the way forward. She adds that women can be

brought into peace building through mainstreaming women in the planning,

recruiting more of them as mediators, supporting their cause as women and giving

them an opportunity for empowerment she adds that good peace building practices

involve:

Establishment of committees that are gender sensitive, appointment of women

leaders from conflict affected communities;

Provide in-sen/ice training on conflict and peace building processes to educate;

~vomen and youth leaders and on job guidance and supervision;
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Recruitment of professional women from the community as project managers and

supervisors of NGOs and to assist in projects of conflict and peace building initiatives;
o Peace building approaches also have good communication skills and all

communication lines open;

oThey also involve and motivate all stakeholders;

• They ensure the development of an objective understanding of the conflict at

hand;
o Also, they do not impose outside views and respect conditions of resolving a conflict;

and they also respect human rights and the culture of the community.

Women capacities for peace building include concern about ending violence and

discrimination since they are more likely to conceptualize peace as a way of life

rather than the absence of welfare.

Mckay and Mazurana (2004:343) state that women’s peace groups tend to center

peace building actions upon non-violence, recognition of and respect for human

rights, promotion of intercultural tolerance and understanding, and vvomen’s

empowerment in social, economic, political and cultural spheres. Women tend to

involve themselves in peace building due to concerns for their families’ survival and

knowledge that women and children are the primary casualties of direct and

indirect violence. According to Schwebel and Christie (2004:121), well-being of

children is directly linked to well-being of their mothers because women have a

more direct and profound effect on children’s survival, health and quality of life.

Participation in peace building is meant to provide a better life for the women and

consequently their children.

In the pre-conflict stage, women keep information and have potential to manage

conflict and they are able to impart knowledge on conflict to children. During the

conflict, women play a leading role in the conflict by spreading propaganda.

They can be potential mediators, leaders, informers and they can work to maintain
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relations. In the post conflict stage women can help in cementing relations and

continue with mediation, Women can generally get involved in women’s groups

and organizations on peace building offering any help they can, they can produce

human right reports and disseminate them to organizations and government, act as

relief providers and intervene in conflicting groups, organize dialogue and facilitate

communication and relationships across the lines of conflict, teach children conflict

resolution through handling family conflict.

People feel empowered when they perceive that they are able to influence

decisions that affect their lives. Empowered people understand power dynamics,

recognize their ability to influence and control aspects of their lives and actively seek to

support the empowerment of others. Zedriga (2006:53) states that empowerment

involves everything from breaking the barriers of discrimination against women to

actively including women to create new communities and nation. According to her,

empowered women are engaged in employment, increased participation, can

articulate issues, have access to resources and their decisions are respected. To

Okumu-Alya (2006:105), empowerment is the nexus between development and

peace building.

The culture of peace should consist of values, attitudes and modes of

behavior based on non-violence and respect for fundamental human rights. In

order to build a culture of peace it is necessary to include the full participation of

and empowerment of women, men and youth, an atmosphere of understanding,

tolerance and solidarity, sharing and free exchange of useful information, using

nonviolent means to manage conflict and the replacement of violent competition

with cooperation. Mazuran and McKaya (2004:137) state that women deserve

to have their human rights recognized and enforced. The global community

needs to stop justifying abuse of these rights on the basis of culture, war and other

3spects of life, Peace cannot be achieved until both direct and indirect forms of

~iiolence are dismantled. Achieving peace requires commitment to women
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empowerment. In peace processes, there can be a series of understandings that can

enable peace builders think about the future hopefully and without the threat of

conflict; women can help create these situations

Violence normally affects all gender and members of a community. Nevertheless, the

most affected group more often than not is the women or children. These are often

abducted, raped or defiled and turned into sex slaves, combatants, orphans and

widows, denied basic and fundamental rights as a result of the violence. The war

between the Northern Sudan and South Sudan has left many women and children

badly maimed and suffering. Also without active involvement and full integration of

women in the peace building processes, sustainable peace, which is a prerequisite to

economic and social development, cannot be realized, Women are considered the

first peacemakers in a home setting. Considering that the family is the smallest unit

of a larger community, it is essential that women be equipped with peace

building skills.

Efforts by women to promote peace are heard only sporadically, because, Peace

activists complain that they are pigeonholed as people who are paid to provide

services but not to think. Many of these women are almost entirely reliant on

funding from NGOs and civil society organizations. They are expected to provide a

wide range of public services in cases where normal government functions are

limited due to inefficiency and corruption but they have little capacity to influence

public policy or spending (Nakaya 2004:146). Women peace activists also face

many dilemmas common to peace aiMsts of every type. If they remain in the

conflict zones where their interventions are most effective and needed, they are in

constant danger and cannot properly tell the outside world about the human rights

violations they witness, bring justice to the violated or efficiently raise funds, If they

move to larger towns, they can be subjected to surveillance, and lack of money,

particularly fix transport, makes it almost impossible to continue outreach work, The

women who are able to enter the international arena are frustrated by inability to

etain influence at home and fear being thought to have opted out. Women, also face
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significant challenges when they try to assume leadership positions, especia!ly the

risk of being co-opted.

Peace builders face entrenched, male-dominated institutions in which elites cling to

power, often violently. Since peace builders work under difficult conditions, and the

space given to their issues is small, women often organize apart from other post-

conflict civil society groups. This partly explains why it often is easy for those who

oppose women’s empowerment to ignore the violence against them and dismiss

their contributions, while excluding them from decision-making structures that

might enhance their security. Women peace activists are encumbered with vague

and inappropriate programs that, they believe, are designed less to empower

women than as a sop to donors, international observers and, all too frequently,

local women themselves. No matter how hard women peace activists have tried to

use Resolution 1325, the results are still very poor.

Why shou~d women be invo~ved ~n peace bui~ding?”

~ Because women are half of every community and the tasks of peace building are

so great, women and men must be partners in the process of peace building.
o. Because women are the central caretakers of families in many cultures, everyone

suffers when women are oppressed, victimized, and excluded from peace

building. Their centrality to communal life makes their inclusion in peace building

essential.

• Because women have the capacity for both violence and peace, women must be

encouraged to use their gifts in building peace.

o Because women are excluded from public decision-making, leadership, and

educational opportunities in many communities around the world, it is important

to create special programs to empower women to use their gifts in the tasks of

building peace.
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Because women and men have different experiences of violence and peace,

women must be allowed and encouraged to bring their unique insights and gifts

to the process of peace building.
o Because sexism, racism, classism, ethnic and religious discrimination originate

from the same set of beliefs that some people are inherently “better” than

others, women’s empowerment should be seen as inherent to the process of

building peace.
o Because violence against women is connected to other forms of violence,

women need to be involved in peace building efforts that particularly focus on

this form of particular form of violence.

Lega~ Framework- Unfted Nations..

The UN’s work on creating a women’s agenda was supported and guided by active civil

society organizations that bridged women at the community level with national and

international policymakers. The civil-society campaign on women in peace building led

to the October 2000 signing of UN Security Council resolution 1325 on Women, Peace,

and Security. Resolution 1325, hereafter referred to simply as “1325,” recognizes that

civilians - particularly women and children — are the worst affected by conflict, and that

this is a threat to peace and security. 1325 includes calls for women’s participation in

conflict prevention and resolution initiatives; the integration of gender perspectives in

peace building and peacekeeping missions; and the protection of women in regions of

armed conflict.

1325 has led to a variety of approaches to supporting women in peace building. These

include doing gender training to sensitize UN staff on the different needs of women and

men throughout peace building processes and of the importance of including women in

all levels of decision making.

in some divisions, “gender advisers” work to promote the 1325 agenda. UNIFEM, the

UN fund for women, continues to publish research reports on women, peace, and

security and violence against women and to establish forums and trainings to further

advance the 1325 agenda.
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UNIFEM works actively alongside international civil society organizations, including the

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), the International

Women’s Tribune Center, and international Alert’s Women Building Peace. At the

community level, UNIFEM has undertaken an assertive role in helping women’s civil

society organizations to use 1325 by training and supporting women’s civil society

organizations to be involved in peace negotiations. The UN system is providing

leadership, research, and resources for women’s civil society organizations to be

involved in peace building. While many international NGOs, such as Oxfam and the

International Committee of the Red Cross, and regional or national civil society

organizations are also including women’s concerns and women actors in their peace

building programs, many are not, There still remains a conceptual separation between

traditional “women’s” concerns and the issues embraced by civil society actors involved

in conflict prevention or peace building activities. The next section details some of the

main conceptual resistance to including women, and the 1325 agenda, among both

governmental and civil society organizations working toward conflict prevention and

peace building.

Success Stories..

L Former Sudan Story

Sudanese women have played an important role in organizing workshops, mobilizing

communities and sensitization during the peace process in southern Sudan. Secondly,

they are involved as both agents of conflicts and victims. Illiteracy has hindered the

women from being fully involved in peace building processes.

However, there has been success stories of women led interventions to prevent

conflict. Accordingly, a story was shared regarding a planned attack along the border

between Sudan and Uganda. An elderly Sudanese woman overheard warriors talking of

their plan raid the Ugandan Dodoth community. She overheard everything including the

tactics they were going to use and woke up so early in the morning and went to wait

For the warriors and dared them “why do you talk about peace and now you want to go

3nd attack the Ugandans?” “Kill me first before you go and kill them,” she insisted,
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Because of the courageous act of one woman the warriors abandoned their plan to

attack. (Internet; Women in Sudan-peace builder beyond boarders).

B~ The Samburu District Experience.

In Samburu District of Kenya, after cattle rustling women are left carrying a big burden

of nursing the victims (the injured); taking care of the children and reconstructing the

shelters. Women from the district were eager to contribute to peace building initiatives

and went for an exchange program in Wajir District to learn more on such initiative,

They returned, they formed peace committees which had significant women

representation. The peace committees are made of 10 members and key among them

are the warriors. In open forums, those gathered were entertained with songs carrying

messages of peace and praising the children in school than praising the ones going to

“die in raids”.

Through these forums women from different communities have interacted and built

relationships. After an incident of raid one woman was heard crying 7 wL5h my cows

went to so and so ~s home. “This is because she believed she will be able to recover

them. A story of how Samburu women who at one time learnt about a planned attack

against the Pokot in the market were able to prevent the raid was also shared.

(http.//ww~s/h.com/destinatIons/africa/kenya/samburu-thçtrict)

General challenges facing women

Many challenges present hindrances to the peace building process. Some challenges

affect everyone while others are gender specific in that they affect the women only. In

order to get a comprehensive understanding of the challenges and how they affect the

peace building process, the researcher reviewed the literature, from the literatures

many women felt it was necessary to explain all the challenges, and then point out the

gender specific issues that face women in only.
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Cufture

The problem of culture in Africa presents a great challenge to women. As one

interviewee remarked; “Women especially in Africa a/ways remain behinct it is a fact

that women are marginaIL~ed “It is a multifaceted problem and it contributes greatly to

the challenges the women face in the process of peace building. Culturally, women

cannot own property, yet they are the ones who carry the burden of looking after

families left behind by soldiers and orphans. Not owning property leaves their hands

tied and incapacitated to do much. Also, many women are taught to be submissive as

part of culture in order to be considered as good wives. To this effect, the notion of

gender violence becomes a big problem. Women cannot venture into earning income; it

is the male’s domain. When women displease men, they are subjected to beatings

which can be very brutal. Some women do not participate in activities to better their

lives due to this reason. More so, women are not allowed to speak out, especially in

public, a situation they call ‘voice poverty’. They cannot even share their problems as an

attempt to come up with a solution. Women also bare the burden of taking the blame

for many wrongs committed to them. They are blamed for things like children failed

marriages, being raped and badly behaved children. Women tend to concentrate on

making their private lives work so as not to be considered bad wives and/or mothers.

This leaves them with no time to participate in peace building activities in the public

sphere. The clan, which is considered a source of support, care and protection for its

members, does nothing to help the women (report on the states women forum

meeting, unpublished document). One of the women stated;

“Much as they appreciate being induded h7 the community meetings, when it comes to

things ilke settllng family i~sues, women are sideilned and with a lot of blame.

Whatever misfortune that takes p/ace in the family, the woman Lc always blamed for it

~ccording to some women, women’s contribution is not considered important. Women

have to talk a lot and for a long period of time in order for people to listen, To them,

even those women at the forefront are considered just figureheads with no say. This,

they believe is done to appease them. Also with the issue of culture, many beliefs have
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hindered activities that are aimed at peace building. (Journal of international women~s

studies VoL 6/fl, Novembe,, 2004)

Poverty

The war in Sudan that lasted for 21 years has left most people poor; many people rely

on aid and have no source of income. The fighting saw the destruction of people’s

livelihoods leaving them destitute. Gardens in which they could grow their own food

were destroyed and filled with land mines. After the Comprehensive Peace Agreement

(CPA) many landmines are said to have killed many people, maize mills stolen and

people’s granaries burnt. Many people cannot even afford the most basic things like salt

and, therefore, the process of rebuilding their lives is crucial. Men and women alike

struggle to look after their families, especially in the rural villages, where there is hardly

anything to do to earn an income. In order to rebuild their lives, the people need to

earn a living.

Poverty is also made worse by high levels of illiteracy which mean that women cannot

get jobs to sustain their families. Many of them are reduced to begging and depending

on other relatives who can hardly provide their basic needs. Also, many women are

frustrated in their efforts to collect benefits from late husband’s due to bureaucracy and

they usually give up on ever getting them. Many women are faced with the problem of

looking after many orphans as a result of the war. In addition to their own children,

many women have taken on looking after their deceased relatives’ families; some

women look after as many as twenty children. Providing for these children becomes

almost impossible. High poverty rates have inevitably led to high rates of dependency

on aid and hand outs (WES Project Quarterly reportJune- August2008).

Umfted funds

E~elated to the problem of poverty, South Sudan is afflicted with a challenge of limited

~unding from donors. This problem affects many aspects of life in the pursuit of lasting

eace. Reception centers for returnees from North Sudan and the demobilized ex

:ombatants lack adequate funds for sheltering their children. It is necessary to
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construct separate shelters for boys and girls but the scarcity of funds leads to housing

them in sometimes incomplete structures which can be hazardous to their health. Also

medical care is still very poor. Medical care includes antenatal care for expectant

mothers, immunization for children and Anti-Retroviral Drugs for those living with

HIV/AIDS. Health centers still lack adequate funding to cater for the population. The

education system is poor and remains expensive regardless of lack of properly trained

teachers. Parents still have to buy scholastic materials, uniforms, provide children with

transport and lunch and also pay school fees which they find expensive. Many children

drop out of school for these reasons.

Also, the problem of limited funds contributes to the existence of limited information

and centers of information, People need information on how to prevent HIV/AIDS or

live with it. Information is also needed on such topics as the advantages of

reconciliation and income generating activities. Information dissemination can be in the

form of pamphlets, flyers or even radio programs. (By Joyce Lyimo-macha and Ntengua

Mdoe,March 2002)

HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS is a very rampant problem in Africa and specifically in South Sudan. High

HIV/AIDS rates are caused by the moral degeneration in society as a result of the war,

This leaves a high number of orphans and an ever increasing death toll, Many people

are rendered bed ridden by the disease or left too weak to fend for themselves. This

situation is made worse by the fact that many people especially in the rural areas are

not willing to acknowledge the disease, labeling it witchcraft instead. They therefore

seek treatment in traditional methods instead of going to hospitals. The problem of HIV

has brought on a high number of divorce cases in the areas, Upon discovering that they

~re HIV positive, many women are divorced by their husbands and humiliated as an

ambarrassment to their parents. Some cases have been reported of husbands killing

their wives who have declared their HIV status (WES Quarterly Report June-August

2008). According to some women, many men find out their status before women but

Keep quiet and start treatment. Eventually the wife begins falling sick and when it is
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discovered that she is positive, the husband resorts to killing her. One of the women

said;

“Women who have voluntarily declared their HIV status are being subjected to violence

by their spouses. Coming up openly to say you are HIV positive is like

telling everyone that you have the virus which to men, should not happen because that

would mean exposing them. Most men do not want to know their status and for the few

who might have known also take treatment secretly without informing their wives.”

Land Wrang~es~

‘People now know that land can be converted into money. “This was a statement by

one of the women when explaining the cause of the land wrangles. Many people are

selling land which does not even belong to them in order to survive or because of

greed. This presents a problem when the owner or owner’s relatives return to claim the

land. At times male relatives themselves present obstacles to especially women while

they try to take over deceased husband’s land, Majority of women are being denied

access and control over land and this has affected their livelihood as they are trying to

settle back home. When asked who is most affected by the land problem, one of the

women had this to say; “The most affected are the widows, orphans, child mothers and

the formally abducted children who have lost their parents during the insurgency and

now have come back home to settle but are being denied access by undes and other

relatives. “Many of the women interviewed hold the same view about the most affected

by the problem of land wrangles.

Many people have also been living in camps for a long time. Some children were born in

these camps and have had the misfortune of losing their parents. All these children

know are stories told by parents and vague directions to their homes, When these

people attempt to return and take over their land, they usually find other settlers,

making it impossible to reclaim their land,

(http.V/ugandaradionetwork.com/a/stories.php)
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Improving Women’s hwolvement.

Women’s political participation is identified as a priority by the researcher in South

Sudan. Women have to increase their participation in formal political bodies and within

civil society are an important end in itself, but are also seen as a potential entry point

for promoting gender-sensitive legislation and policies.

A number of challenges constrain the work of women’s organisations, and gender-

sensitive monitoring of the implementation of policies and the enforcement of laws is a

particular challenge. Overall capacity gaps in terms of resources and technical expertise

limit the impact and sustainability of women’s organizations. Women’s activism is also

often elitist and fragmented. To reach its full potential, the constituencies of women’s

organizations should be broadened, especially among rural women, who often tend to

be excluded from active roles in civil society. This could give women’s CSOs more

relevance, legitimacy and a stronger mandate. Issues discussed at the national level

must also be adapted to local contexts, where needs and priorities may differ. On the

other hand, support from international organizations and pressure at the international

level is important for progress in national-level advocacy. Pursuing advocacy channels

at international, national and local levels in tandem can result in more significant

change on the ground. (http://www.ic,worg/files/publlcations/Increasing-womens)
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

ntroduction,,

his chapter constitutes the research design, Research population, sample size,

3mpling procedure, Research Instrument, Validity and Reliability of the Instrument,

ata collection procedure and instruments, data analysis ethical consideration and

imitations,

~esearch Des~gn~

he researcher used questionnaires to collect data from the government counterparts

id UN agencies while group discussions were conducted for the community women

id men in absorption. A group discussion study was used in order to intensively

vestigate the role of the South Sudan women in peace building with special

lention to the challenges they have faced in so doing. Using the questionnaires

ethod is to enabled the researcher to retain the holistic and meaningful

iaracteristics of real life events, in this case, the roles and challenges of the South

~dan women in peace building in Central Equatoria State .Also, questionnaires are

3rticularly useful because, it is concentrating on an individual experiences rather

ian many points out insights that could arise out of focusing on the one that can

we wider implications that may not easily be realized in dealing with a wider scope

, focusing on the situation of South Sudan women peace builders, the researcher

)ped to acquire knowledge regarding the participation of women in peace building.

esearch area and PopLdation

e target population of the study included women involved in peace building as the

imple frame, The target population is the specific pool of cases that the

searcher wants to study .The South Sudan women of Central Equatoria State

volved in peace building were taken as the sample. These women included those
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t the decision making level, grass root level and also, women employed by

rganizations involved in peace building in the Central Equatoria State. The

~formation required was obtained from the aforementioned women. This placed

iem in the role of informants. Babble and Mouton (2006:168) describe informants

s members of the group who ~i talk directly about the research topic per se.

Iso, informants are somewhat typical of the group being studied to avoid getting

‘~isIeading observations and opinions.

ampke Framework

~nipIe size

total of eighty respondents are used for this study as illustrated by the table 1.

ab~e 1: Categories of Sample

ategor~es of Respondents Samp~e

tate leaders 25

~GO official/UN 25

ft!omen Community members 30

rotall 80

~mpIe technique

;ing a convenient sampling technique, 25 women from the government workers, 25

m the civil society and United Nations and 30 from the community population were

ntacted separately for the study, questionnaires given and also group discussions

are conducted with the community members.

~mp~e procedure

~ie researcher employed random sampling method because this method of selection

the most easer and quick to understand,
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primary sample of 25 Women and Men was taken from the government

Lakeholders or leaders where the researcher stays to participate in the interviews of

istruments to perform items analysis. The second sample of about 25 Women and

len of Non- governmental organizations and United Nations officers was sampled

uotably and purposely to prove the construct validity of instruments. Then the third

3mple was about 30 women from the local community leaders, community members

icluding girls were tackled in the group discussion with the interviewer while the

uestionnaires are filled by the interviewer.

~ethods for data coflection

rzstruments

Interview method

Interviews were held with the government officials, NGOs and the UN staffs

about how useful women are in peace building and challenges faced by women

in the process of peace building.

) Questionnaire method
Closed ended questions were administered to the women in order to get

answers to the questions regarding their role in peace building.

i) Observation method

The number of women on the peace building discussions was observed and

their participation on the issues of concern was taken into consideration. Also,

while participating, men were observed to see whether they will allow women

talking freely without intimidation or undermining them. The behaviors of the

women who are involved in peace building were observed to judge their

importance in the activities they carry out.
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~ources ofdata

his study will use both primary and secondary data.

) Primary Data
rimary data was collected using interview guides, which were given to State officials

nd local leaders. These were self-administered since the respondents were all

:erate. For women community members, group discussions were conducted with

iem to get the required information for the study purposes.

) Secondary Data
~condary data was through analysis of documents such as reports, training manual,

~wspapers, and journals for the period during the study. The documents were read

~d the required data collected from them for data interpretation.

allidity and Reliability of the Instrument

3bbie and Mouton (2006:122) define validity as the extent to which an empirical

easure adequately reflects the real meaning of the concept under consideration;

conventional usage. They recommend measures namely face validity, predictive,

)flStruct and content validity in order for the research to be as valid as possible.

~uman (2006:196) states that validity means truth. Qualitative research is more

terested in giving a fair, honest and balanced account of social life from the view

)int of someone who lives it every day. They are more interested in authenticity

an in the idea of a single version of truth. In pursuit of validity, qualitative

searchers are less concerned with matching an abstract construct to empirical

~ta and more concerned with giving a candid portrayal of social life that is true to

e experiences of people being studied.

~liability is a matter of whether a particular technique applied repeatedly to the

me subject of study would yield the same results each time (Babbie & Mouton

)06:119), (Neuman 2006:188). The researcher asked questions the respondent
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flows about and knows answers to, ask relevant and clear question (Babble &

louton 2006: 121). In qualitative research, reliability means dependability or

Dnsistency (Neuman 2006:196).

~ata Ana~ys~s

ualitative researchers often utilize general ideas, themes, or concepts as tool for

aking generalizations and therefore I use random sample to collect the data. The

~searcher made use of the pie charts and tables because of its data reduction and

mplicity in analysis.

thka~ Considerations

he researcher received an introductory letter from the Department of Post-Graduate

:udies, Distance Learning programme Kampala International University, stipulating

e purpose of investigations. There was concern taken about the welfare of

~spondents including their mental, physical health and safety, avoiding

l9barrassments, guilt discomfort and risks to them, in addition the names and any

:her personal identification of the respondents were kept confidential and made

~own to them in the beginning of the exercise.
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CHAPTER FOUR~

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA~

ntroduction~,

he aim of this chapter is to presents the findings of the researcher with proper

nderstanding in regard to current events. The chapter begins by presenting the

xio-demographic characteristics (age, sex, and level of education) of the

?spondents who were involved in the research, unveiling women as pillars of peace

uiiding in South Sudan.

oclo-demographic characteristic.

~spondent’s dL~’tribution by sex.

able 1 DIstribution of the respondents by sex

3tegory Number of respondents Percentage (%)

overnment

ale 10 40%

~maie 15 60%

Total 25 100 %

vii society/UN

ale 5 20%

~maie 20 80%

Total 25 100%

)cai Community

~le 10 33%

~male 20 67%

rotal 30 lOO%

)Urces: Primary data, 2012.
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‘able 1 shows the distribution of the respondents according to the sex. Overall,

ighty (80) respondents from the different categories were involved in the study,

overnment were 25 respondents with male taking 40% and female taking 60%,civil

Dciety/United Nations were 25 respondents with male taking 20% and female taking

O%and the third category of local community were 30 respondents with male taking

3% and female taking 67%.The results of the study shows dominance or high

‘equency of female than male, this is due to the fact that the study aims or looking at

omen’s role in peace building initiatives in South Sudan. As research target at
omen as a majority of respondents. Also, the research did not ignore male, as 40%

~ male took part in the research from the government offices,20% from the civil

)ciety/UN took part and lastly 33% of male took part from the local community.

istributbn of respondents by age~

thle 2: Di~tribution ofrespondents by acie.
~e break(years) Number of respondents Percentage (%)
overnment
5-30 3 12%
l.-35 3 12%
5-40 12 48%
ove 41 7 28%

Total 25 100%
vii society/UN
-30 2 8%

L-35 3 12%
~-40 15 60%
ove 41 5 20%

rotal 25 100%
)cal Community
~-30 3 10%
.-35 4 13~3%
~-40 16 53.3%
)Ove4l 7 23.3%
tal 30 100%
urces: Primary data, 2012.
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~able 2 above shows that from the government respondents: 12% of the respondents

iere between the age brackets of 25-30 years, 12% respondents were also between

ie ages of 31-35 years, 48% respondents were between 36-40 years and 28%

~spondents were above 41 years. From the civil society and United Nations

~spondents; 8% were respondents between the ages of 25-30 years, 12% were

~spondents between the ages of 31-35 years, 60 % were respondents between the

ges of 36-40 years and 20% were the respondents above 41 years. And the local

mmunity presented the percentages as follows; 10% the respondents between the

~es of 25-30 years, 13.3% were respondents between 31-35 years,53.3% were

~spondents between the ages 36-40 years and finally,23.3% were the ages between

ie ages above 41 years.

he age of respondents were taken into consideration because it is one of the key

~terminates, as it is a measure of maturity and experiences in life. So the distribution

~owed that the majority of the respondents were between the ages of 36-40 years

hue the minority was the ages between 25-30 years. The reasons to this variation

)uld be associated to the long civil war in South Sudan that has killed and left many

ieducated because many people including women were recruited into the rebel

:tivities. It can also be asserted that minority group of this study can be the right

~oup for the peace building activities in south Sudan and most might have not been

iucated and the above 41 years are those who would wish to retire and wish they

iildren to participate in the peace building activities in South Sudan.

the study, the researcher encompassed a good number of people from all the age

ackets and each category had a relative representation upon which a conclusion can

drawn to represent a particular age group. There was no bias that the study had in

gard to age characteristics of the population.
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~str~bution of respondents the ~eve~ of education.

able 3: Distribution ofrespondents by the level of education
ategory Number of Percentage (%)

respondents
overnment
rimary and Junior 2 8%

econdary Level 5 20%
niversity and above 15 60%
thers(Vocational, 3 12%
echnical)
Tota’ 25 100 %
ivil society/UN
~1mary and Junior o 0
~condary Level 4 16%
niversity and above 16 64%
thers(Vocational, 5 20%
~chnical)
rot& 25 lOO%
)cal Community
Imary and Junior 15 50%
~condary Level 5 16.7%
niversity and above 2 6.7%
thers(Vocational, 8 26.7%
~chnical)
~taK 30 lOO%
Durces: Primary data, 2012.

3ble 3 represents the distribution of respondents according to the level of education.

~e researchers was so interested to investigate the educational level of respondents

it shows the maturity of respondents in responding into peace building issues in

~uth Sudan. As per responses from the study, the government responses have 8%

spondents were the level of Primary and Junior,20% of the respondents were from

~condary level,60% were university and above and 12 % respondents felt into the

itegory of others(Vocational trainings, technical schools etc).The Civil Society

spondents none were in the category of primary and Junior, 16 % respondents
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iere secondary level,64% were graduates from the university and above and 20 %

iere at the category of others. From the local community, 50 % of the respondents

ere Primary and Junior level, 16.7% were the Secondary level, 6.7% were the

niversity and above and 26.7% were the respondents in the category of others,

he majority of the respondents from the government and civil society respondents

‘ere the university and above which is 60% and 64 % respectively, it shows that the

overnment and the civil society/UN always recruit educated keeps them busy and

~ey neglect their participation in peace building process in the government. When

iey participate their roles are not recognized as state above. The minority group

om the government and the NGOs are the categories of primary and Junior, 8% and

~ro respectively. The local community have the majority of 50% as primary and

inior level, so many of the community women are not educated due to the civil war

~at affected the whole country and left them widows and uneducated. Very few of

iem in the community had different trainings. However, the study had a good

verage of the respondents in terms of the academic distribution,
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~sti1but~on of respondents by the marfta~ status.

~b1e 4: Di~tribution of respondents by marital status.

ategory Number of respondents Percentage
(%)

overnment
ingle 5 20%

larried 15 60%
ivorce 3 12%
/idow 2 8%
Tota~ 25 100%
lvii society/UN
ingle 2 8%
arried 20 80%
ivorce 1 4%
(idow 2 8%
rota~ 25 l00°Io
)cai Community
ngle 5 16.7%
arried 14 46.7%
ivorce 1 3.3%
‘idow 10 33.3%
~ta~ 30 100%
Durces: Primary data, 2012.

~bie 4 above illustrates the classification of respondents by marital status. As the

ble indicates the majority of respondents from the three categories were all married;

)vernment 60%, civil society/Un 80% and the local community is 46.7 %.20% of the

spondents were single from the government,8% were from the Civil society and

~.7% were from the local community. The level of widow is high in the community

hich is 33.3% compare to 8% in the government and 8% in the civil society as well.

~e divorce rate is also high in the government with 12% comparing to the civil

ciety of 4 % and 3.3 % of the community.

~rital status may reflect a major state of stability and responsibility or duties to be

Ifilled by the respondents.
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he Distribution of respondents by occupation.

able 5: Occuøation ofrespondents.
Percentage

Db titles Number of respondents (%)
overnment
ead of units 2 8%

upervisors 5 20%
ield staffs 18 72%
Total 25 100 %
ivil society/UN
eadofunits 0 0
upervisors 3 12%
eld staffs 22 88%
rotal 25 100%
xal Community
ead of units 0 0
Jpervisors 1 3.3%
eld staffs 3 10%
Dmmunity women 26 86.7%
Dtal 30 lOO%
Durces: Primary data, 2012.

able 5 above shows the classification of the respondents by Job titles or occupation.

ajority of the two working groups (government officials and the civil society and UN

ficials) falls into the category of field staffs and the minority were the heads of units.

~is study affects the role played by women in peace building if most of them are not

decisions making positions. When majority of them in their offices are field staffs

en a little talent and ideas about unveiling women’s as pillars of peace building will

practice. The local communities group has a majority of community women that

e not working in any offices. This means many of these women are affected by the

uI war in the country that left them illiterate, in this regard very little will be seen

m their participation,
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he role of women in peace building process~
able 6: The role of women in peace buildIng processes

Strongly Agree Neutral Strongly Total
agree Disagree disagree
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

‘ent
in women’s 5 20% 13 52% 2 8% 3 12% 2 8% 25 100%

tion in conflict resolution
sion making in all levels
~ government and
ities
have fundamental rights 10 40% 8 32% 1 4% 5 20% 1 4% 25 100%
building peaceful

ities.
~iomen’s role in peace 2 8% 3 12% 1 4% 4 16% 15 60% 25 100%

recognized by the
ent of south Sudan?
~ an essential tool for 20 80% 3 12% 0 0 2 8% 0 0 25 100%
)le development?
~ty and United nations.

in women’s 15 60% 5 20% 0 0 3 12% 2 8% 25
:ion in conflict resolution 100%
~ion making in all levels
~ government and
ties
iave fundamental rights 10 40% 2 8% 5 20% 5 20% 3 12% 25 100%
building peaceful
ties.
vomen’s role in peace 2 8% 17 68% 6 24% 0 0 0 0 25 100%

recognized by the
~nt of south Sudan?
~ an essential tool for 20 80% 3 12% 0 0 0 0 2 8% 25 100%
~le development?
~munities.

in women’s
ion in conflict resolution 10 33. 8 27.7 6 20% 2 6.7% 4 13.3% 3 100%
~ion making in all levels 3% % 0

government and
ties
iave fundamental rights
building peaceful 12 40 6 20% 7 23.3 0 0 5 16.7% 3 100%
ties. % % 0

iomen’s role in peace 66.7% 3 100%
recognized by the 0 0% 5 16.7 0 0 5 16.7 20 0

mt of south Sudan? % % —

an essential tool for
le development? 25 83 4 13.3 0 0 0 0 1 3.3% 3 100%

-~— %
)URCE: Primary data, 2012.
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able 6 shows the responses got in regard to the question of the “role of women in

eace building processes” in central equatorial state of south Sudan. According to the

~rious respondents and in three different categories, the responses are as follows;

overnment

ccording to the government workers the majority of the respondents with 52%

~rees that increased of women’s participation in conflict resolution and decision

iaking in all level of the government and the community level is true, with 20%

:rongly agrees,8% were neutral,12% respondents disagree and 8% strongly

sagree. The variation in these responses show that women’s role in peace building

south Sudan is not properly defined,

)% respondents strongly agreed that women have fundamental rights in building

~aceful communities in South Sudan, while 32% of the respondents agrees,4% of

ie respondents were neutral,20% disagrees that women does not the fundamental

~hts in South Sudan and 4% of the respondents strongly disagrees. Majority of

)vernment respondents strongly disagrees that women’s role in peace building is not

cognized by the government in south Sudan, 16% of the respondents disagrees

ith the statement, 4% of the respondents were neutral about the statement, 12% of

e respondents agrees that women have fundamental rights in peace building in

)uth Sudan only 8% of the respondents were strongly in the position that women

we fundamental rights in peace building in South Sudan.

‘ie study shows 80% of the respondents strongly agree that peace is an essential

ol for sustainable development, 12% of the respondents agrees that peace is an

sential tool for development and only 8% of the respondents disagree that peace is

t an essential tool for sustainable development.

v~ Society and United Nations~

~sponses from the civil society/United nations workers 60% of the respondents

-ongly agree that increase of women’s participation in conflict resolution and

cision making in all levels of the government,20% of the respondents agree,12% of
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ie respondents disagree with the statement while 8% strongly disagree. According to

ie respondents 40% strongly agree that women have the fundamental rights in

ullding peaceful communities in South Sudan,8% of the respondents agree,20%

rere neutral while 20% of the respondents disagree that women have no

indamentat rights in building peaceful communities.

lajority of the civil society workers agrees with 68% that women’s role in peace

uilding activities are recognized by the government of South Sudan,8% of the

?spondents strongly agree and 24% were neutral.80% of the respondents strongly

~ree that peace is an essential tool for sustainable developmet,12% of the

?spondents agree and 8% of the respondents strongly disagree to the statement.

Dcal communities.

:cording to the responses, 33.3% of the respondents from the local communities

:rongly agree that increase of women’s participation in conflict resolution and

~cision making in all levels of the government, 27.7% of the respondents agree,20%

the respondents were neutral, while 6.7% of the community responses disagree

ith the statement and 13.3% strongly disagree.

~sponses from the local communities 40% of the respondents strongly agree that

omen have fundamental rights in building peaceful communities,20% of the

spondents agree,23.3% of the respondents were neutral and 16.7% of the

mmunity respondents strongly disagree.

)cal communities agree with 16.7% of the respondents that women’s role in peace

iilding is recognized by the government of South Sudan, 16.7% of the respondents

sagree and 66.7% of the community respondents strongly disagree. The local

~mmunities strongly agree with 83% of the respondents that peace is an essential

ol for sustainable development, 13.3% of the respondents agree and 3.3% of the

spondents strongly disagree with the statement that peace is an essential tool for

e sustainable development.
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hallenges women faced in performing peace building activities.

able 7: Challenges women faced/n performing peace building activities (Government
?snonses’)

Strongly Agree Neutral Strongly Total
~ses agree Disagree disagree

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
vernment

2cfo—Cultura/
omen denied access to 15 60% 5 20% 0 0% 3 12% 2 8% 25 100%
isband’s land and
operties.
omen’s place is 6 24% 2 8% 0 0% 10 40% 7 28% 25 100%
nsidered to be at home

; such their contribution is
t considered important.

ndrance of peace building 8 32% 5 20% 3 12% 8 32% 1 4% 25 100%
‘ traditional beliefs

vnomical.
th women and men are 0 0% 3 12% 0 0% 0 0% 22 88% 25 100%
~nefiting from economic
omotion initiatives.
ut/cal
) women receive training 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 5 20% 20 80% 25 100%

mediation, facilitation
id alternative dispute
solution?
) any UN agencies 15 60% 5 20% 3 12% 2 8% 0 0% 25 100%
pport your initiative of
ace building?

~bIe 7 above shows the challenges faced by women in the process of peace building,

thin socio-cultural challenges 60% respondents strongly agreed that women are

~nied access to their husband’s land and properties, 20% of the respondents agree,

~% disagree with the statement. According to the study,40% disagree that women’s

~ce is not considered to be at home, while 24% agrees and 28% strongly

sagree.32% of the respondents of the government workers strongly agree that

ndrance of peace building by the traditional beliefs of the communities is affecting

e role of women in peace building~32% disagrees with the statement and 12% were

~utral.
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conomical, 88% of the government respondents strongly disagree that both women

nd men are not benefitting equally in the economic promotions,12% of the

~spondents were neutral,

olitical, the government respondents strongly disagree with 80% that women did not

3ceive any training from the government and 20% agree that women did not have

ny training in mediation and conflict management.Also,60% strongly agree that

‘omen are receiving support from other Un agencies,20% of the respondents agree

nd 12% neutral,
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able 8: Challenges women faced ii performing peace building activities
ivil Sàciety and United Nations responses)

Strongly Agree Neutral Strongly Total
~ses agree Disagree disagree

No. % No. % No. No. % No. % No. %
%

vil Society and United Nations.
2cfo-Cu/tural
omen denied access to 10 40% 5 20% 2 8% 4 16% 4 16% 25 100%
isband’s land and properties. — —

‘omen’s place is considered to
~ at home as such their 2 8% 4 16% 0 0% 18 72% 1 4% 25 100%
~ntribution is not considered
~portant.

ndrance of peace building by 9 36% 5 20% 1 4% 6 24% 4 16% 25 100%
~ditional beliefs

~onomicaI.
)th women and men are 1 4% 4 16% 0 0% 15 60% 5 20% 25 100%
~nefiting from economic
omotion initiatives.
~/itica/
) women receive training in 0 0% 2 8% 1 4% 15 60% 7 38% 25 100%
ediation, facilitation and
:ernative dispute resolution?
) any UN agencies support your
tiative of peace building? 5 20% 2 8% 0 0% 10 40% 8 32% 25 100%

ible 8 shows the challenges faced by women in the process of peace building, within

ui society and UN system, within soclo-cultural challenges 40% respondents

rongly agreed that women are denied access to their husband’s land and properties,

)% of the respondents agree, 16% disagree with the statement and 8% of the

spondents were neutral. According to the study, 72% of the respondents strongly

sagree that women’s place is not considered to be at home, while 16% agrees and

‘b strongly disagree.36% of the respondents of the civil society and UN workers

ongly agree that hindrance of peace building by the traditional beliefs of the

mmunities is affecting the role of women in peace building.24% of the respondents

;agrees with the statement and 20% of the respondents agree.
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conomical, 60% of the civil societies workers strongly disagree that both women and

~ien are not benefitting equally in the economic promotions, 20% of the respondents

isagree with the statement, 16% of the respondents agree.

olitical, the Civil society organization workers disagree with 38% that women did not

~ceive any training from the government and 2% agree that women did not have

ny training in mediation and conflict management and 60% strongly agree that

~omen are receiving training and support from other Un agencies,20% of the

~spondents agree and 12% neutral.
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able 9: Challenges women faced/n pefforrn/ng peace building act/v/ties

ocal communities’ responses)

Strongly Agree Neutral Strongly Total
~ses agree Disagree disagree

No. % No. % No. % No. % No, % No. %

cal communities.
~c/o-CuIturaI
omen denied access to
isband’s land and properties. 15 50% 5 16.7% 0 0 3 10% 2 6.7% 30 100

%

omen’s place is considered to 0 0% 4 13.3% 2 6.7% 10 33.3% 9 30% 30
~ at home as such their
ntribution is not considered
portant.
ndrance of peace building by 20 66.7% 3 10% 2 6.7% 0 0% 5 16.6% 30 100
~ditional beliefs % %

vnomical.
th women and men are 0 0 0 25 83.3% 5 16.7% 30 100
nefiting from economic %
omotion initiatives.
;/iticaI

women receive training in 0 0 0 0 0 30 100% 0 30 100
~diation, facilitation and
:ernative dispute resolution? — — — —

~ any UN agencies support your 1 3.3% 6 20% 1 3.3 10 33.3% 12 40% 30 100
itative of peace building? — — % — — — %

:cording to the study conducted Table 9 shows the challenges faced by women in

e process of peace building, within the local communities, socio-cultural challenges

ive 50% respondents strongly agreed that women are denied access to their

isband’s land and properties, 16.7% of the respondents agree, 10% of the

spondents disagree with the statement and 6.7% of the respondents strongly

3agree.33.3% of the respondents strongly disagree that women’s place is not

nsidered to be at home, while 30% of the respondents agrees and 13.3% strongly

5agree~6.7% of the respondents of the local communities are neutral.
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6.7% of the respondents strongly agree that hindrance of peace building by the

aditional beliefs of the communities is affecting the role of women in peace

uilding.16.7% of the respondents disagrees with the statement and 10% of the

~spondents agree.

conomical, 83% of the local communities strongly disagree that both women and

ien are not benefitting equally in the economic promotions, 16.7% of the

~spondents disagree with the statement.

Dlitical, the local communities disagree with 38% that women did not receive any

aining from the government and 8% agree that women did not have any training in

ediation and conflict management and 60% strongly agree that women are

~ceiving training and support from other UN agencies.

fays of improving women’s participation in peace building process.

~vernment level

ter the comprehensive peace agreement signed in Jan, 2005.In July 2011, after

~ars of fighting, the Republic of South Sudan declared its independence and became

~rica’s 54th state. However, even as South Sudan celebrated its independence, South

idan government as a young nations has many challenges to meet including looking

how women can participate in peace building process in the country.

ie government of South Sudan has to support initiatives that enable

omen’s participation in peace processes

omen are chronically under-represented in the security, justice and public sectors.
ren where initiatives have been taken (such as ‘quota’ systems or establishing

nistries of Women’s Affairs), senior female representation remains low in important

3titutions and sectors for peace processes.
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o stimulate change, I have identified and highlighted many issues of concern to

~omen’s role in participation in peace building and recommended to the government

w the development of effective strategies for enabling women and men to advocate

r and directly contribute to 1325. These strategies need to operate at several levels

~ the government of South Sudan, from Central government, local government,

~yam administrator and to the local communities

Jpporting public awareness and knowledge of 1325 remains important. The lack of

ssemination and awareness raising around 1325, its limited availability in local

alects and the lack of examples and concrete suggestions on how to use the text in

~vocacy in real situations has been an obstacle. I have not seen any action taken by

e government to address these problems.

itegrate resolution 1325 in the work of relevant international institutions

\ISCR 1325 has been adopted and used by several international and bilateral

stitutions, but most action remains centred on institutions whose mandates are

cused on women or children. 1325 is still inadequately understood and prioritised by

ost external bilateral and multilateral institutions engaged in peace support

ocesses, including much of the UN itself.

iese international institutional weaknesses are partly explained by weak

mmitment of high-level leadership on the issue, as well as a lack of policy

herence and coordination of actions. Most bilateral agencies and multilateral

ganizations have yet to seriously mainstream 1325 commitments, or even to provide

:ernal training and monitoring of 1325. I urge the ministry of Gender and religious

lairs as a government pillar to fast track such issues and should advise the

vernment for should be done to help the role of women in peace building in South

dan.
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he government should coordinate efforts and initiatives

he multiplicity of internal and external actors engaged in post conflict initiatives has

~ised problems of co-ordination on 1325 and on gender equality issues. Lack of

)ordination from the government of South Sudan, specially the ministry of Gender

id religious Affairs and also applies to different organizations working across 1325-

~lated areas. This undermines delivery of coordinated, effective and coherent

~chnical assistance, and it creates operational gaps and leads to silent action and

ice of women in South Sudan.

verall, the challenges of realizing 1325 remain much more impressive than the

suIts so far. We can see some progress, but there is much left to do. Let’s work

gether, even harder, to promote gender equality, women’s empowerment and

omen’s security in post-conflict recovery and peace-building processes in South

.idan and to realize the role played by women and to strength what they have done,

~mmunity leveL

istainable peace requires the full participation of women at all stages of the peace

ocess—yet they have been largely excluded from formal efforts to develop and

~plement fresh, workable solutions to seemingly intractable struggles. Their

volvement in these mechanisms, which prevent conflict, stop war, and stabilize

gions damaged by warfare, is essential. Community-based approaches (CBA) seek

empower local community groups and institutions by giving the community direct

ntrol over investment decisions, project planning, execution and monitoring,

rough a process that emphasizes inclusive participation and management, The

~vernment of South Sudan needs to explore some of this opportunities to the local,

~or and uneducated population of the young nation,
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CHAPTER FIVE:

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS.

r~troduction

his chapter presents the researcher’ final summary on the subject of investigation,

)nclusions and finally inputs for recommendation to various groups like the

vernment and the local community

ummaryr,

us study looked at the roles of women in peace building are paramount. They play a

g role in the participation and promotion of peace and reconciliation in the Central

~uatoria,

~ie role of women in peace building process.

omen in South Sudan play a big role but is marred by several challenges, the study

oked the role of women in peace building, the results shows that 52% of all the

spondents from the government worker both women and men strongly agrees that

crease in women’s participation in conflict resolution and decision making is

iramount and they also agree that women have the fundamental rights in building

~aceful communities in South Sudan. 60% of the government workers agree that the

le of women is not recognized by the government as such they effect is not know,

erefore, the government has to improve the ways dealing with women issuses, The

le of the study is unveiling women as pillars of peace building in communities

~ctured by conflict, so the objectives are clearly answered. All respondents

cognized peace is an essential tool for sustainable development; they will be

velopment if the country is insecure.

uI Society organization workers also agree by 60% that increased in women’s

rticipation is very essential and crucial for better development of the country and

men’s fundamental rights are also very important Civil Society organization and UN

ys promoting women’s rights at the global level must aim to enhance women’s role
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s pro-active individuals and as the essential and most effective channel for

evelopment and peace. However, to achieve this requires protecting women’s

indamental rights, first and foremost the right not to be subjected to violence.

lomen’s rights include protection domestic violence, sexual assault, discrimination,

istice and the administration of justice for all issues of concern. The Civil society

-ganizations also agree with 68% that women’s role in peace building is not

~cognized by the government that’s why government is unable to support women

itiatives for peace building in South Sudan,

ie study shows that local communities agree with 33.3% that increase in women’s

3rticipation in conflict resolution and decision making is very good aspect of

?velopment and will help the community to developed. They also agree that women

indamental rights are very crucial and should be protected, as a community if they

~hts are protected they will be strong. So they agree it 40% of the

spondents’.66.7% of the respondents disagree that women’s place is not consider to

~ home, they express that women’s place is in the community and outside the house

erefore, the government should do awareness of issues of gender equity, balance

id gender mainstreaming both in the offices and the community.80% of the

spondents agree that peace is an essential tool for development.

iallenges women faced in performing peace bui’ding initiatives,

cio- cultural aspects in the communities of south Sudan are the major challenges

cing women in performing their duties as peace builders, negotiators and

~diator.65% of the respondents in the government offices strongly agreed that

men in South Sudan are denied access to husband land and properties in case of

e husband death.40% of the worker’s argue that women’s place is not in the house

men are to be in the community and the offices to empower those that lacks

ucation and awareness.32% disagree that peace building is hindrance by the

~ditional beliefs.
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:onornically, 88% of women disagree that both women and men are benefiting

~uaiiy from the economic promotion opportunities. Politically, 80% of the

vernment respondents disagree women didn’t received training from the

vernment and other UN agencies.

vii Society and United Nations workers agreed by 40% and the local communities

ith 50% that women are denied access to the husband land when the husband died

~d they are no children between them.72% from the civil society organization and

3.3% of the local community population disagree that women’s place is in the

)mmunity not in the house.66.7% from the local community and 36% of the civil

ciety organizations disagree that traditional beliefs are major hindrance to peace

iilding initiatives,

lany of these challenges as discussed above are attributed to lack of recognition

m the governments, omission from the development of early warning systems,

fission from trainings on conflict resolution strategies, hindrance to participating in

~ace building activities by culture and traditional beliefs and their considerations in

e homes and not doing anything related to the peace building activities,

‘ays of ~mprov~ng women’s participation ~n peace budding process,

~‘overnment level

ter the comprehensive peace agreement the government of South Sudan has to;

5’upport initiatives that enable women ‘s’ particioation in peace processes.

omen are chronically under-represented in the security, justice and public sectors.

‘en where initiatives have been taken senior female representation remains low in

portant institutions and sectors for peace processes.

ie government of the republic of South Sudan has to support public awareness and

‘ining about the knowledge of UNSC Resolution 1325. The lack of dissemination and

iareness raising around 1325, its limited availability in local dialects and the lack of
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<amples and concrete suggestions on how to use the text in advocacy in real

tuations has been an obstacle.

-Integrate resolution 1325 in the work ofrelevant international institutions

NSCR 1325 has been adopted and used by several international and bilateral

stitutions, but most action remains centered on institutions whose mandates are

~cused on women or children. 1325 is still inadequately understood and prioritized by

ost external bilateral and multilateral institutions engaged in peace support

ocesses, including much of the UN itself and the local population.

iese international institutional weaknesses are partly explained by weak

)mmitment of high-level leadership on the issue, as well as a lack of policy

herence and coordination of actions. Most bilateral agencies and multilateral

ganizations have yet to seriously mainstream 1325 commitments, or even to provide

ternal training and monitoring of 1325. I urge the ministry of Gender and religious

fairs as a government pillar to fast track such issues and should advise the

)vernment for should be done to help the role of women in peace building in South

ida n.

- The government should coordinate efforts and initiatives

ie multiplicity of internal and external actors engaged in post conflict initiatives has

ised problems of co-ordination on 1325 and on gender equality issues. Lack of

ordination from the government of South Sudan, specially the ministry of Gender

id religious Affairs and also applies to different organizations working across 1325-

ated areas. This undermines delivery of coordinated, effective and coherent

:hnical assistance, and it creates operational gaps and leads to silent action and

ice of women in South Sudan.
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bmmunity level
ustainable peace requires the full participation of women at all stages of the peace

rocess—yet they have been largely excluded from formal efforts to develop and

iplement fresh, workable solutions to seemingly intractable struggles. Their

volvement in these mechanisms, which prevent conflict, stop war, and stabilize

~gions damaged by warfare, is essential. Community-based approaches (CBA) seek

empower local community groups and institutions by giving the community direct

)ntrol over investment decisions, project planning, execution and monitoring,

rough a process that emphasizes inclusive participation and management, The

)vernment of South Sudan needs to explore some of this opportunities to the local,

or and uneducated population of the young nation

ecommendations,

overnment,

1. There be civic education in the Central Equatorial to make the residents and

other stakeholders to understand that women, too, are able to bring change in

the society through participation in conflict resolution

2. The government of South Sudan should have legislations, probably in their

constitution, that foster for gender balance and participation in all levels of

decision making

3. Women, too, should be trained on conflict resolution processes

4~ The ministry of education of government of South Sudan to introduce gender

issues as a subject for study in their primary and secondary schools.

n-Organizations.

i.The organization should form Technical Gender committee headed by the

government but control by the INGOs,
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2.Provide training to members of the Technical Gender Committee in the

development of gender-sensitive indicators and monitoring techniques;

3.Share strategies around the role of CSO5 in security sector oversight with

women’s organizations to enable them to develop appropriate technical

expertise;

4. Support further research into women’s needs and priorities, and build capacity

to engage in effective advocacy with security sector actors and institutions on

the basis of these priorities;

5. Provide opportunities for more cross-learning about successful strategies

undertaken by women CSOs in other contexts to integrate gender-related

priorities into post-conflict reform agendas and peace building processes.

6. Build capacity to enable the creation of a more representative, diverse and

inclusive network of women’s CSOs throughout South Sudan,

tlier Civil Society Organizations.

~ther CSOs such as media, faith based organizations and community based

ganizations are to raise awareness and sensitization programme based on the

Dmen’s role on peace building and development, such that each individual should be

vare of the roles play by women in peace building and development. These CSO

ould embark on educating the local communities especially the young generation in

e country about women issues and gender mainstreaming.

~ternationa~ community~~

)th the international community and the multi-governmental communities should

ovide funding for the community education on gender and women issues in South

idan, especially Central equatorial state-Juba,

ternational community should improve the work of gender currently headed by the

nistry of Gender and religious affairs through provision of technical expertise both

human resources and technical personnel’s in matters of women’s issues.
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eneral recommendations.

i general the researcher would recommend that, there should be partnership

~tween the government of south Sudan ministry of Gender and religious affairs, all

~e international organization working on women issues and the local organizations in

ie same field in order to recognized the role of women in peace building in South

idan and especially central equatorial state.

uggestions for future researchers~

ie researcher recommended the following topics for future researchers;

i. The role of the women working as government officials in peace building and

reconciliation,

2. The same study to be replicated (carried) out in other states of South Sudan.

ndusion

on, the research carried and results and analysis done and presented in the above

bles, it can be concluded that women can, and in fact are, doing a very good work

the participation and promotion of peace and reconciliation in the Central Equatoria.

omen in central equatorial participated in the role of peace building only that they

les are not recognized and therefore, all the stakeholder and actors in South Sudan

pecially in central equatorial are urge to recognized the role played by women,

omen also have several challenges that prevent them from fully participating in the

ace building and reconciliation processes. These challenges include lack of

cognition, hindrance by the cultural and traditional beliefs that have placed a

man in the kitchen and homestead and exclude them from conflict resolution and

ace building processes and lack of education,

)wever, the challenges faced by women can still be minimized through the following

ws; first, women need to be recognized, trainings on gender issues to be offered to
vernment and organizational official and development of legislations that promote

d ensure gender balance and participation in all levels of decision making.
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APPENDIX L RESEACRK INSTRUMENTS.

SELF COMPLETION QUESTIONNAIRE.

OPIC:

NVEILING WOMEN AS PILLARS OF PEACE BUILDING IN COMMUNITIES

RA~TURED BY ARMED CONFLICT IN CENTRAL EQUATORIA STATE

OUTH SUDAN

am a candidate for Master of Conflict Resolution and Peace Building at Kampala

iternational University and currently pursuing a Thesis entitled the “role of women in

Le peace building process in South Sudan”. In view of this empirical investigation,

ay I request you to be part of this study by answering the attached questionnaire.

~st assured that the information that you provide shall be kept with utmost

~nfidentiality and will be used for academic purposes only.

you answer the questionnaire, kindly be reminded to respond to the items in the

iestionnaire, thus not leaving any item unanswered, Further, I will very much

~preciate if the filled out questionnaire is retrieved in 5 days from the date of

3tribution.

iank you very much in advance

urs faithfully

;. Jane Juan Nakoboji Nyumbe
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ECTION A: INTERVIEW

odo-demographic Questions.

eneral information- Please tick accordingly.

1. Name of the institution

a) Government b) NGO C) UN

2. Job Title/Occupation.

a) Head of Department/unit

b) Supervisor

c) Field staff

3. Marital status.

A) Single

b) Married

c) Divorced

d)Widow

4. Level of education,

a) Primary and Junior.

b) Secondary level

c) University and above.

d) Others
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E~TION B: QUESTIONNAIRE

this section please use the scale provided to write a number that describes you

Dinion,

= strongly agree, 4= agree, 3=not sure, 2= disagree, 1-Strongly disagree.

--~

The role of Women in Peace building process 1. 2 3 4 5

L. The government, community leaders and CBO5 considers — — — —

Increase of women’s participation in conflict resolution decision

making in all levels of the government and community.

Women have fundamental stake in building peaceful — — — — —

communities.

Is your role in peace building recognized by the government of

South Sudan?

Is Peace an essential tool for sustainable development? — — — — —

Challenges Women have in Performing their peace — — — — —

building.

Society is demilitarized and war economies are converted: both

women and men benefited from economic promotion

initiatives.

Do women receive training in mediation, facilitation and — — — — —

alternative dispute resolution?

Women denied access to husbands’ land and properties — — — —

. Is there a role for women-specific activities?

Hindrance of peace building by traditional beliefs.

Women’s place is considered to be in the home as such their

contribution is r~toxE~i~i important.
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Do any UN agencies support your initative of peace

building?

Ways of ~mprov~ng the partkipatbn of women ~n peace

buflding process0

Do all human rights initiatives recognize and support women’s

rights as human rights?

Are all officials in the government, organizations generally

trained in gender equality issues (women’s rights as human

rights, how to recognize and deal with —gender specific

violence)

The women are advocating for peace building in order to be

reunited with relatives

Peace as an essential for sustainable development

Women are active participants in civil society organizations and
community.
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APPENDIX II CLEARANCE FROM ETHICS COMMI1TEE

ate_____________________

andidate’s Data

ame

urse

tie of Study

:hical Review Checklist

ie study reviewed considered the following:

Physical Safety of Human Subjects

Psychological Safety

Emotional Security

Privacy

Written request for Author of Standardized Instrument

Coding of Questionnaires/Anonymity/Confidentiality

Permission to Conduct the Study

Citations/Authors Recognized.

~sults of Ethical Review.

Approved

Conditional (to provide the Ethics Committee with corrections)

Disapproved/Resubmit proposal.

:hics Committee (Name and Signature)

iairperson

embers_______________________________________
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APPENDIX III INFORMED CONSENT

am giving my consent to be part of the research study of Ms. Jane Juan Nakoboji

yumbe that will focus on Unveiling Women as Pillars of Peace Building in

Dmmunities Fractured by Conflict in Central Equatoria-South SUdan. I shall be

;sured of privacy, anonymity and confidentiality and that I will be given the option to

~fuse participation and right to withdraw my participation any time.

have been informed that the research is voluntary and that the results will be given

me if I ask for it,

itials: _________________________________________

~te__________________________________
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RESEARCHER’S CURRICULUM VITAE

ersonal Profile

Name: Jane Juan Nakoboji

Gender: Female

Nationality: South Sudanese

~lucational Background

Bachelor’s Degree in Human Nutrition and Health from 1995 to 2000

Secondary School: Maridi Secondary School from 1991 to 1994

Primary School: Juba Model Primary from 1981 to 1989

york Experiences

sarmament Demobilization and Reintegration Officer: UNMIS-Juba —April, 2011-

arch 2012.

onitoring and Evaluation Officer.

+ Coordinated the elaboration of joint UNMISS and UNDP Monitoring and

Evaluation strategy document.

•:• Liaised with the government of South Sudan DDR commission and the other

UN agencies to develop Monitoring and Evaluation standard operational

procedure document.

+ Liaised with developed monitoring and evaluation matrix as tool for managers

in collaboration with UNDP, South Sudan DDR commission.

•:• Developed monitoring and evaluation, MIS systems in place to facilitate

monthly data gather, analysed inputs and to disseminate and feedback.

~:• Supported the public information unit in developing a system of for measuring

effective public information.

+ Developed Monitoring and evaluations tools used as annexes for the DDR

programme, project and Reinsertion documents.
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isarmament Dernobllizat~on and Reintegration Officer: UNMIS-Juba ‘—Apri’,

010-March 2011~

emobilization:

+ As DDR Operations Officer, follow closely on the trends, challenges and needs

at DS to ensure they are monitored and solutions are looked at by the Regional

operations team.

•:~ Follow up with the MIS team and ensure the ML from different locations are

captured and in the right format.

•:~ Coordinate with SSDDRC and UNDP the verification process of WAAF ML.

•:~ Follow closely with the logistical team the distribution of DCs for XCs and RCs

for WAAF and ensure the records are well kept.

+ Keep record of the logistical needs for DS and ensure they are timely

addressed by the planning unit.

• Supervise with the logistical team the availability of NFl at DS.

+ Undertake periodic field visits as directed by operations team,

+ Prepare and provide briefing notes on gender for DS activities.

~:• Provide oversight support in coordination of NFl’s and distribution in southern

region, including planning, attending and contributing to meeting to address

Logistics issues,

+ Provide logistics support for safe storage of equipment and supplies for

demobilization sites.

•:• Provide support for the medical teams at demobilisation sites in arriving at

workable solutions to required medical activities.

•• Support the national DDR commission in identification and registration of

women Associated with Armed Forces (WAAF).

•:~ Supported the development of medical SOPs (Support Operation Plan),

+ Provides training on WAAF verification forms and procedures to the partners.

•:• Provides training in Gender Awareness for all the IUNDDRU staffs and

stakeholders.
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eintegration.

+ Coordinating the Implementation of programme strategies of reintegration with

support from the community and the government of South Sudan.

+ Liaise and coordination between states offices and operations at the Regional

office in South

+ Conduct community meetings with the combatants and address them to the

government.

•:~ Support the implementation of Social reintegration with NGO’s

+ Liaise with SSDDRC and IPs to develop reintegration assistance programs, work

plans and concept papers for DDR beneficiaries, ensuring gender

mai nstreaming and follow-up their implementation.

•:• Strengthening the staffs and the community with training and formed networks

for the capacity building.

+ Participate in the development of appropriate strategies, mechanisms and

systems for the provision of reintegration packages to beneficiaries and

tracking of beneficiaries during implementation.

•:, Participate in all reintegration planning meetings for Special Needs Group

(SNG’s) at the regional, sector and state levels organized by the reintegration

working group and follow up recommendations from such meetings.

+ Support planning and implementation of needs assessments baseline surveys,

mapping of socio—economic opportunities and evaluations for development of

reintegration framework documents.

+ Support national commission to development HIV strategy and work plan for

implementation.

+ Provide activity briefings and maintain hard and soft records of documents

produced.
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~sarmament DemobHisat~on and R&ntegration Officer: UNMIS-luba —April,

~O9- March 2O1O~

emobiHzat~on Manning Officer.

; a planning officer in DDR unit I was tasked with gender responsibilities;

•:~ Ensure the integration of United Nations Security Council resolution 1325 as

part of gender mainstrearning into DDR sections annual action plans, policies,

programmes and activities.

+ Developed and organized training programmes on gender mainstreaming with

particular focus on UN security Resolution 1325 for DDR staffs and the south

Sudan commission staffs in conjunction with the office of gender unit.

• Coordinate intervention with relevant sections and the South Sudan DDR

commission and maintained close working relationship between UN and the

government of South Sudan and the relevant organizations.

+ Developed a checklist on gender mainstreaming for section heads and

monitored and reported on gender matters in demobilization sites.

+ Provide regular reports on gender mainstreaming for the section to be shared

with the commission gender office.
~:, Responsible for the overall implementation of the Women Associated With

Armed forces “WAAF” and developing the gender strategy in the planning,

preparation and implementation of the technical aspects of the program

activities.

+ Trained and supported national commission in gender analysis in planning and

programming.

~:• Facilitated and provided small grants for the implementing partners particularly

women’s civil society organizations to support gender sensitivity.

+ Developed and implemented training programmes for South Sudan DDR

commission states counterparts as part of the capacity building for national

ownership to ensure long-term support work closely and provided technical

assistance to stakeholders to support.
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Disarmament Demobillsation and Reintegration Officer: UNMIS-~uba

April, O7~ March 2OO9~

Reintegration.

Supported the Reintegration component of DDR by:

~ Liaison with the South Sudan Disarmament Demobilization and reintegration

commission and implemenatating partners to develop assistance programs for

vulnerable groups and follow up implementation of programs

~ Worked and collaborated with the partners and advise them in establishing

network with the community at all level of the government

+ Support the implementation of needs assessments, baseline surveys and

evaluation of the programs.

+ Participated in the development of appropriate mechanisms and system for the

registration and tracking of beneficiaries for reintegration as well as mapping of

socio-economic opportunities in the region

+ Developed reintegration strategy and was integrated into government and UN

plan.

+ Supported the development or advocacy strategy for each project in

collaboration with the public information department.

•:~ Support the updating of reintegration activities for Sensitization campaign for

public information.

•:• Monitoring the implementation of the reintegration activities for DDR

candidates.

•:• Support in the development of reintegration and special need’s group (SNG”s)

startegies, operational plans and integrated them into the work plan.

•• Supported in the development of guide line document for the identification of

socio-economic programs.

+ Support the implementation and evaluation of the socio-economic projects that

contributes to the ex-combatants livelihood upkeep.

•:• Supported in identification of women associated with armed forces (WAAF).
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•:~ Provided support in the pre-registration of WAAF and its implementation

process.

+ Work closely and provided technical assistance to the stakeholders to support

in the implementation of women associated with armed forces projects.

Programme Officer: Wor’d Food Programme.

1st Apri’ 2005-March 2OO7~, Nyalla, South Darfur, Sudan.

•:~ Coordinating programme activities and tasks with the implementing partners

within the mandate of WFP in Emergency Feeding programmes.

+ As part of the Sudan country office in general and Nutrition team in particular,

contributing to the overall country office duties, especially South Darfur.

•:• Active in Nutrition and health Mainstreaming for the overall programming in

EMOP,in th Dat-fur and countrywide programme.

+ Reviewing the appropriateness (strategy, concept and design) of nutrition

technical considerations in preparation of project documents and country

programme and appeals documents are required.

+ Maintaining nutrition database for effective monitoring in Dat-fur and preparing

regular updates on the nutrition situation of the population.

+ Provide regular overview of nutritionally at risk areas with the view to alert and

inform decision on any unfolding emergency situations.

•:~ Supporting and participating in coordination of inter-sectoral co-ordination

mechanisms for plans aimed at nutrition interventions by the UN, NGO5 and

national governments.

•:~ Facilitate in the capacity building of programme staff in nutrition information

use for programming by carrying out support activities through regular visits,

nutrition trainings and missions to the field,

+ Ensuring standardization, rationalization and application of ration scales across

WFP sub-offices and WFP supported NGO programmes.
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+ Ensuring the compliance of WFP policies, criteria and procedures with regard to

food and nutrition.

Field Monitor, World Food Programme 1st April 2001~31~ March

2005

Kass and Nyala, South Darfur, Sudan.

Head of Field Office (then no head of Field Office and I report to the head of

Area office)

+ During that period I was responsible for the management of the field office

staffs, attending the coordination meetings, taking care of 7 local staffs,

supervising the field daily activities.

+ Activity conducting community participation and involvement programs.

+ Organized dialogue meetings with chiefs and the community leaders.

•e Facility stakeholder projects events and meetings.

+ Monitoring the daily food distribution to the internal displaced persons.

+ Implementation of daily programmes activities in the camps and local

cornmunities.

~ Conduct food distribution monitoring, post distribution monitoring, food needs

assessments, food security situation assessments and encourage the

participation of women in food distribution centres.

+ At community level, monitored institutional feeding, I monitored the

implementating partners in the daily work at the SFP and evaluate their

programmes on monthly bases.

+ I was an officer in charger for security, including the emergency preparedness

stage and evacuation of all WFP and NGOs staffs in the field.
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•:• Chairperson in the coordinating meetings with 350 Internal Displaced Persons

(IDPs) Chiefs(Sheiks)

Nutritionist supervisor. GOAL

2001 Malakal, Sudan
1~ July 2000-1~ June

Addressing malnutrition and improving the nutritional status of children and

mothers is a key programmatic focus of the war affected parts.

•• Provide technical support and coordination of nutrition programming with

Ministry of Health on the nutrition programmes start projects to be

implemented Malakal.

•• Coordinate with the sector health team, health and nutrition working group.

Work closely and in collaboration with the nutrition advisor in the Livelihoods

security team.

•:• Coordinated all the activities in the centre, supervised a team of 4

International and 45 local staff. Provided training and technical guidance in

their work.

•• Organised, planned, implemented, coordinated and monitored all activities to

meet the objectives. Managed the sub-imprest account for the programme.

•:• Reporting to the Medical Coordinator.

•• Managed the SFP & TFP programmes and growth monitoring at the centre

•:• Calculated the input/output quantities, tracked the weight of children, records

keeping and food management, facilitated and chaired all meetings, wrote

weekly and monthly reports TI

/~ç\.~
/~/
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